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Abstract. We present CapTUI, an innovative drawing tool that detects tangible
drawing instruments on a capacitive multi-touch tablet. There are three core
components to the system: the tangible hardware, the recognizer used to identify the tangibles and the drawing software that works in tandem with the tangibles to provide intelligent visual drawing guides. Our recognizable tangible
drawing instruments are a ruler, protractor and set square. Users employ these
familiar physical instruments to construct digital ink drawings on a tablet in an
intuitive and engaging manner. The visual drawing guides enhance the experience by offering the user helpful cues and functionalities to assist them to draw
more accurately. A user evaluation comparing CapTUI to an application with
passive tools showed that users significantly preferred CapTUI and found that
the visual guides provide greater accuracy when drawing.
Keywords: TUI, tangible, multi-touch, physical interaction, capacitive, drawing tools.

1

Introduction

CapTUI is an innovative drawing application for capacitive multi-touch tablets that
detects tangible drawing instruments. To develop CapTUI we have designed and constructed tangibles, developed a recognizer to detect the tangibles on a capacitive touch
display, and built drawing software that works in tandem with the tangibles to provide
intelligent visual drawing guides.
A skill acquired very early in life is the ability to manipulate tangible objects. As a
case-in-point, mathematics education has long used manipulatives for introducing
young children to mathematical concepts as their intuitive understanding of the physical enables them to transition into the realm of the conceptual [1-3]. Using tangibles
for computing operations takes advantage of this existing skillset: pen-based interaction is a testament to this. Tangibles lower the level of interaction abstraction allowing users to apply their natural tool-based skillset to the digital environment. The use
of tangibles on touch displays has been shown to improve interaction with interface
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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objects as they are easier to manipulate, acquire and control in comparison to virtual
objects [4].
Though the stylus has long been available as a drawing instrument for digital canvases, other instruments have not yet been explored. In addition to stylus input, designers often use passive tools such as rulers or French curves on tablets to guide
drawing. Converting these passive tools to active tools seems a promising evolution
for drawing based content creation. We have created three recognizable tangible
drawing instruments: a ruler, protractor and set square. Through our application, users
are able to apply these familiar physical instruments to construct digital ink drawings
on multi-touch tablets. Transforming passive instruments into active tools, as we have
done here, allows further intelligence to be built into the system. To our knowledge,
recognizable tangible drawing tools (other than styli) have not been used on capacitive touch displays for creating electronic content.
Touch surfaces are a well-established technology. Small touch sensitive devices,
e.g. phones and tablets, typically have capacitive displays, larger touch devices, such
as tabletops, have camera-based detectors. Tangibles on tabletops have been explored
for many years e.g. [5-8]. These systems typically use cameras to capture the position
of the tangible; this requires specialist equipment and environments. The advantage of capacitive touch is that it is built into many readily available tablets that are portable and require
no special environment. Using capacitive touch
alters the recognition approach from image
processing to gesture processing of the touch
points. Touch points may be fingertips or conductive material [9] given that capacitive displays detect touch via the electrical properties
of fingertips. As an extension of recent techFig. 1. CapTUI
niques [9] we have devised a novel approach
which enables tangible drawing tools to work with capacitive displays (Fig. 1).
To our knowledge tangible geometry drawing tools have not been used in this context before. There are two key contributions of this research: the design and construction of tangible drawing tools for capacitive touch surfaces, and visual drawing guides
to enhance the geometric drawing experience. Together, these enhancements have the
potential to provide benefits over using passive drawing tools on a screen. In a user
evaluation, we explore this idea by comparing our prototype, CapTUI, to drawing
with passive tangibles. Possible areas of application for our system include design
fields such as architecture and mathematics education.

2

Related Work

Physical objects are beneficial for learning [10, 11]. For example, manipulatives have
been used for years to assist in mathematics education [1-3]. Similarly tangibles are a
particularly useful tool for children when interacting with technology because of the

added physicality [4, 12, 13]. Other advantages of tangibles include increasing explorative behaviour [14], reducing conflicts in cooperation [15, 16], encouraging prolonged engagement [17, 18] and acting as a useful aid to problem solving in comparison to standard graphical user interfaces [19]. Tangibles have been used to enhance
physics and mathematics learning [20, 21] while other e-learning tools link geometry
with algebra in order to augment the learning experience [22, 23].
The use of tangibles on touch surfaces has been shown to improve interaction with
interface objects. Tuddenham et al [4] compared the use of tangibles and virtual objects on multi-touch interfaces. They found that when using the tangible objects significantly fewer errors were made and significantly less time was taken to acquire and
manipulate the objects.
Limited work has been done in the area of tangibles on capacitive touch screens.
SmartSkin is an early system that used capacitive sensing with a mesh shaped antenna
to detect hands and objects [24]. Conductive materials were attached to blocks in
patterns to allow objects to be identified. Yu et al [9] present three tangible technologies for use on capacitive touch surfaces: spatial, frequency and hybrid. Their spatial
tangibles employ patterns for object identification, from at least four touch points.
Four touch points can be limiting if users have multiple tangibles on touch surfaces
that are limited in the number of touch points they are able to detect. Frequency tangibles use a modulation circuit to generate touches of varying frequency. They only
require one touch point; however they rely on a power source, are unable to detect
object orientation, and are limited in tracking fast movements. The hybrid tangible
combines the spatial and frequency technologies to address the aforementioned issues.
Our observation is that the tangibles they have presented are quite large in size – particularly thickness, in comparison to our tangibles. They report that the size of the
circuit board alone is 2x3x3cm. AppMATes 1 are another example of tangible objects,
in the form of toy cars that can be used on the Apple iPad. The cars are uniquely identifiable using touch point patterns. More recently [25] stackable tangibles, sliders and
dials for capacitive screens have been introduced. The stackable tangibles are able to
sense changes in capacitance when blocks are placed on top of them – this in turn
modifies the touch point pattern for identification. The dials and sliders are made of
conductive zebra rubber and also use unique touch point patterns for identification.
Very few studies have been performed testing the usability of tangibles on capacitive displays. One study compared CapWidgets [26], tangible dials designed for mobile capacitive screens, to touch dials. The results showed that touch was significantly
faster and rated higher for usefulness, satisfaction, ease of use, and learnability but
there was no significant difference in precision. They identified aspects of the design
of the tangibles and the software to be the main hindrance to the usability of their
system. Jansen et al [27] designed tangible remote controllers for wall sized displays.
The tangibles are manipulated on a capacitive tablet as a way of interacting with a
wall sized display. The tangibles were stuck to the tablet to allow mobility and to
reduce the need for visual attention. They used various conductive materials including conductive foam and ink to construct the tangible sliders and dials. Their user
1
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study compared tangible and touch interaction for a slider. Overall they found that
using the tangible slider produced fewer errors, was faster to acquire and did not require as much visual attention as the virtual slider. However, they did comment that
their tangible design “still does not measure up to commercial physical controls”.
Geometric drawing applications are common. Most rely on mouse and keyboard
input [22, 23]. Sketchpad [28] presents the earliest work using a light pen to construct
line drawings. It includes the ability to apply geometric constraints to drawings. Balakrishnan et al [29] introduced the concept of drawing on a large scale with digital
tape. Tangible rulers for camera-based systems have been used [4, 30] but their focus
has been on investigation of object acquisition or positioning rather than how the
tangible might facilitate drawing and precise measurement.
Although the use of tangibles and multi-touch has been investigated in the context
of camera-based surface interaction, tangible drawing tools with capacitive screens is
yet to be explored. The interaction with drawing tools differs from the dials, blocks
and sliders from previous work in tangible user interfaces (TUI’s) for capacitive
screens. Of the few studies that have been performed it is evident that the tangible’s
design is the key challenge to success [26, 27]. The CapWidgets study [26] suggests
that tangible design was a hindrance to the usability of their system, while [27] also
allude to the difficulty of constructing good tangibles. The combination of tangible
drawing tools with capacitive screens presents significant challenges in the hardware
and the interaction design of the applications to ensure a good user experience.

3

Our Approach

CapTUI combines recognizable tangible drawing tools with an intelligent drawing
application. In this section the tangible hardware design is described, followed by the
recognition approach used for these tools. Section 3.3 provides details on the drawing
application and finally Section 3.4 describes CapTUI’s visual drawing guides.
3.1

Tangible Hardware

Our goal is to create easily manipulated drawing instruments that are recognizable on
a capacitive touch display. Capacitive screens are designed specifically to detect the
electrical properties of fingertips. Hence we use conductive materials that act as an
extension of the fingertips for the touch point connections between the tangibles and
the touch display. These touch points are electrically connected to the user’s body via
his or her fingers as the user’s body is the source of the electrical current.
To discriminate between the tangibles each requires a unique ID. The touch points
on the bottom of each tangible are placed so as to form unique patterns. This ID allows differentiation between tangibles, and calculation of a tangible’s orientation and
location (see Section 3.2 for a full explanation).
There were several iterations in our design process for constructing the tangible
hardware. Off-the-shelf standard drawing tools were modified by adding conductive
materials to allow detection on the capacitive touch screen. Fig. 2 shows some of our

a) Aluminium foil and tape.

b) Conductive ink.

d) Metal washers, copper wire, conductive
rubber and metal handle.

e)

c) Steel nuts and bolts, copper
wire and conductive rubber.

Conductive foam and aluminum tape.

Fig. 2. Tangible hardware designs
designs using various conductive materials such as: aluminum foil/tape, conductive
rubber, conductive foam, steel nuts and bolts, copper wire, and conductive ink [31].
After preliminary testing of these prototypes, the following factors affecting the detection and use of the objects were identified.
• As a whole, the materials used must ensure a consistent circuit can be maintained,
i.e. all circuit components are well connected so that the current from the user’s
fingertips has an unbroken path to the screen. We found when several materials are
used, and therefore more connections required, a significant amount of pressure
had to be applied before the touch points were detected.
• Tangible stability is important to maintain consistent contact between the screen
and the tangible. This means that the touch points must be as flat as possible and
positioned such that when the tangible is moved across the screen all points stay in
contact with the surface. If the tangible is unstable, and a touch point loses contact
with the screen then the tangible is no longer detected.
• To maintain tangible to body contact, there must be a clear point of contact for the
user’s fingertips when the tangible is in use. Our final prototype’s top surface is
covered with conductive material (Fig. 3).
• Usability of the tangible is poor if there is too little friction between the screen and
the tangible. Using materials that add friction between the tangible and the screen,
reduces unwanted movements when drawing, allowing users to draw along the
tangible easily without having to concentrate on keeping it steady.
• Designs that require the conductive material to pass over the edge of the tangible
block the user from drawing comfortably on the tangible edge (such as the prototypes shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b)).

Table 1. Tangible hardware designs vs design factors
Consistent
circuit

Stable



Comfortable drawing (material does
not pass over edge)



c) Steel nuts and bolts,
copper wire and conductive
rubber



























d) Metal washers, copper
wire, conductive rubber and
metal handle
e) Conductive foam and
aluminium tape
Final design
(conductive foam)

Friction
with
screen



a) Aluminium foil and tape
b) Conductive ink

Clear point
of body
contact



Table 1 shows the performance of each tangible design in terms of the design factors listed above; where performance is based on expert judgement and informal testing. Design (a) was a proof of concept to show that recognition was possible; however
it failed to meet most of the design criteria. Design (b) provided a consistent circuit
and was a stable design, however its main drawback was that the conductive ink had
to be drawn on tape to ensure the circuit was maintained over the edge of the tangible.
An experiment using the ink without tape failed as the edge of the tangible was so
thin it was difficult to maintain an unbroken circuit. Design (c) and (d) involved too
many materials and therefore made it difficult to maintain a consistent circuit. The
conductive rubber touch points, while providing a good amount of friction with the
screen, were difficult to mould and therefore did not provide a stable base for the
tangibles. Design (e) had conductive foam for the touch points which improved stability, as they are easier to cut into shape, and maintained friction with the screen. However it was difficult to maintain good circuits as there were still two conductive materials in use.
Our final design (Fig. 3) was constructed based on the identified design factors;
these included a ruler, set square, and protractor. One conductive material was used,
conductive foam. This reduces the number of connections that must be made to maintain a circuit from the user’s fingers to the screen. The foam covers a large portion of
the top surface of the tangible so that there is a clear point of contact for the user’s
fingers. The foam provides a good amount of friction so that the tangible does not
make unwanted movements on the screen. It also provides a stable base for the tangible so that the touch points are consistently in contact with the screen. In addition the
conductive foam is easier to work with than other materials as it can be cut into the
shape required and does not have to pass over the edge of the tangible.

Fig. 3. Final tangible drawing tools (conductive foam)

3.2

Tangible Recognition

This section describes how each tangible can be identified and its position computed.
The recognition approach is similar to that of SmartSkin [24]. Recognition of the
tangible allows for further intelligence to be added to the tangible interaction as described in Section 3.4.
The tangible ID patterns are based on the distance between each pair of points.
When constructing a pattern the distances must be distinct; for example, a pattern that
forms an isosceles triangle is not allowed because it has two or more identical distances between points. Identical distances make it impossible to determine the correct
orientation of the tangible, with the obvious exception of regular shapes (e.g. circle).
There are two main phases for the recognizer: learning and recognition. The learning phase allows users to register and calibrate the tangibles so that they are identified
by the system. Several details about each tangible are stored: the location of the touch
points, the distances between touch points (i.e. its unique ID), the outline points of the
tangible and the type of tangible (ruler, protractor or set square) as specified by the
user. This data is used later to identify the tangible and display its outline on the
screen.
Tangibles only need to be registered with the system once. To register the tangible
(Fig. 4), the user places it on the registration screen and moves the guidelines to delineate a bounding box. The user then specifies the type of tangible (ruler, set square,
protractor) from a list.
During the recognition phase, touch input from the tangible currently in use is
passed to the recognizer. The recognizer finds its ID by calculating the distances between each touch point detected and comparing these to the previously saved distances for each calibrated tangible. The recognition adds (or subtracts) a degree of error
tolerance (e) when comparing the distances between the detected touch points and the
saved set of distances. The error tolerance is required as capacitive hardware detects
an area of touch but only reports the centre point position. This means the precise
position of a touch point can be difficult to determine as we have no way of knowing
which part of the tangible’s touch point has been detected as the centre. We experimented with different sized touch points and found that a diameter of approximately
7mm is the smallest size that can still be detected on the touch screen for our tangibles.

Fig. 4. CapTUI tangible calibration interface.

Fig. 5. CapTUI drawing interface.

The tangible identification algorithm is as follows:
d: detected distances; s: saved distances; e: error tolerance
i, j: number of distances
For all di and sj,
if: di – e <= sj <= di + e; then: di = sj

If a match is found between all di and sj then the tangible ID is identified as s. Our
informal experiments showed that a 2mm tolerance level is sufficient for maintaining
a good rate of recognition.
The advantage of including a level of tolerance for the patterns is that 100% accuracy can be achieved by the recognizer, resulting in better usability. There is a
tradeoff here, as calculating the position and orientation of the tangible is less accurate. To minimize the effect of this tradeoff the user is provided with a visualization
of the tangible on the screen; this is described further in Section 3.4.
3.3

Drawing Application

The tangible hardware and recognition algorithm were combined together in a drawing application (Fig. 5). Our application allows the tangible ruler, protractor and set
square to be used to construct drawings on a capacitive multi-touch screen. It also
includes basic functions such as save, erase, undo and redo.
To construct drawings using a tangible drawing tool the user slides a stylus along
the edge of the tangible that is placed on the screen (Fig. 1). As the user draws, beautified lines (or curves) are rendered.
The application was developed using the .NET 4.0 framework on a Windows 7
Dell Latitude XT3 tablet, Intel core i7-2640M with 8GB RAM, built in stylus and
four available touch points.
Ink beautification
One of the main purposes of having geometric tools in drawing is to use the tangibles
as a guide for precise drawing. However, due to the imprecise nature of contact points
on the screen, the user’s ink may not be rendered where they intend. Therefore we
beautify the ink to try to produce what the user intends, in a similar way to many digital ink drawing programs such as [32]. Our system includes two forms of ink beautification: ink to tangible edge snapping and ink corner snapping.

Fig. 6. Ink-to-edge snapping and length visualization

Fig. 7. Corner snapping

For ink-to-edge snapping, we assume if a user is drawing close to a tangible edge,
they intend to draw right on the edge. Therefore ink points are dynamically translated
so that they snap to the edge of a tangible’s virtualized outline as they are drawn in
real time. The result is a beautified straight/curved line drawn along the edge of the
tangible (Fig. 6).
Corner snapping beautifies ink to render clean intersections between strokes that
are close by. It is automatically enabled in two situations. The first connects the starting point of a stroke to the end of existing strokes when the user first starts drawing a
stroke. The second connects the stroke end point to other strokes (at any position)
once the stroke is completed. The beautification is applied to the newly added stroke
and existing strokes; both strokes are extended or reduced such that they meet exactly
at an intersection point (Fig. 7). A corner is snapped if the current stroke end points
are close to another stroke – this requires a distance threshold to be set for determining ‘closeness’. As this is heuristic-based, corner snapping can be reversed using the
undo function. It can also be turned off if the user desires.
3.4

Visual Drawing Guides

Our early experiences suggested that drawing guides are essential for an enjoyable
experience on current touch technologies [33]. The visual drawing guides we developed assist the user in constructing accurate geometric drawings. These guides are
directly dependent on the unique identification of the tangibles; therefore making
them only possible and relevant with recognizable tangibles.
Tangible Outline
When the tangibles are detected on the screen a visualization of the tangible outline is
displayed (the blue line in Fig. 8). The visualization is rendered at the correct location
and orientation, using the tangible recognition information, so as to match the tangible
itself, though with a small offset such that the outline is visible.
Length visualizations
When drawing straight lines using the ruler or set square, an adjustable line length
function is enabled. As a stroke is drawn along the edge of a tangible, its length can
be adjusted by moving the stylus up and down the edge. This function has two main

advantages: when the user draws the line further than the intended length it can be
easily corrected, and having a line dynamically adjustable in length provides a prototyping experience where the user can see how the line will look at various lengths.
To assist in solving occlusion issues caused by the tangible, stylus or hand on the
display, the length visualization displays line length in millimetres as the user draws
with a ruler or set square (Fig. 6). This visualization is supplementary to the markings
on the tangible. The visualization works in tandem with the adjustable length function
by providing real time stroke length feedback.
Without recognition of the tangible these visualizations would not be suitable functions as there would be no way of knowing that the user intends to draw a straight line
as they are completing the action. When the ruler or set square is recognised we can
be sure that straight lines are desired.

Fig. 8. Tangible outline

Fig. 9. Angle visualizations

Angle visualization
The angle visualization displays the angle between existing strokes and the edges of a
tangible ruler to allow a line to be drawn intersecting other lines at specific angles
(Fig. 9). It is created by detecting intersections between existing strokes and the ruler
edges, calculating the angle between these lines, and displaying the results. This enables the construction of various geometric shapes which consist of connected lines of
specific angles, for example, regular polygonal shapes. We have also included an
affordance which freezes the angle in place if it reaches multiples of five or ten degrees to assist the user in obtaining common angles. If the angle has been frozen, it is
only unfrozen if the tangible is moved approximately 5 degrees away. This threshold
was chosen after some informal testing. In essence, this visualization can replicate the
protractor for measuring angles. However, it relies on the recognition of the ruler so
that the angles between the tangible ruler and existing digital ink can be calculated in
real time.
In a similar way to the length visualization, an angle visualization displays the angle in degrees as the user draws an arc with the protractor. This helps to solve occlusion issues and supplements the markings on the tangible itself by providing real time
feedback. Again, this visualization relies on the recognition of the protractor to confirm that the user intends to measure angles.

4

Evaluation

The objective of this evaluation is to determine if CapTUI assists users to easily draw
precise geometric drawings. In particular, we are interested in comparing drawing
with CapTUI’s recognizable tangibles to drawing with standard non-recognizable
drawing tools on a screen. For this comparison we have developed another drawing
application, referred to as Paint. Paint can be used to construct geometric drawings in
much the same manner as CapTUI except that it does not recognize the drawing tools
on the screen. To make the comparison as fair as possible it includes the same beautification and corner snapping functions as CapTUI. However, it does not include CapTUI‘s tangible outline, angle and length visualizations, as these functions are dependent on tangible recognition. Using this comparison we can determine if recognizable
tangibles and visual guides, that are possible as a result of this recognition, assists
users when constructing precise geometric drawings.
A within-subject design was used where each participant was given the same tasks
to complete using CapTUI and Paint; half used CapTUI first and the other half used
Paint first. Participants first completed a pre-questionnaire on their previous experience with touch, stylus and drawing applications. They were then given an introduction to the first system and time to familiarize themselves with the application. When
ready, participants completed the tasks required using the first system and filled in a
questionnaire on their experience. This process was repeated for the second system.
There were seven tasks designed for the evaluation; the first three tasks served as
training tasks (Fig. 10). Each training task aimed at familiarizing the participant with
a different drawing function or tangible. They were not told that they were training
tasks: this was done to try to encourage them to complete the tasks with the same
amount of effort they might apply for the real tasks and therefore get the most out of
the training. The remaining four tasks comprised the evaluation tasks, providing data
for our analysis (Fig. 11). The focus of task one was on connecting lines of specific
length. Task two was aimed at evaluating drawing lines at a specific angle and use of
the protractor to connect an arc. Task three focused on drawing angles of specific
magnitude. In task four, angle and length measurements were required concurrently.
Quantitative metrics used to analyse the data collected from these tasks included
the time taken, and average length and angle errors. Errors were counted as 1mm or 1
degree away from the required measurement. The average length and angle error was
calculated for each task using the sum of the errors made / number of lengths or angles in the task. Participants also completed a questionnaire to record their experiences using each system. Questions were presented using a 5 point Likert scale, except
for a small number of open ended questions. A Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test was used
to test for significant differences in the results, unless otherwise stated.
After a pilot study with two participants, twelve participants (eight males and four
females) were recruited for the final study. They came from a range of backgrounds
including computer science, law and health. Seven participants used touch interfaces
frequently; the remainder had used such interfaces a few times or occasionally. The
majority of participants had experience using stylus input before. Six participants had
used a drawing program on a touch device before.

Fig. 10. Training tasks

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

Fig. 11. Evaluation tasks

4.1

Results

Participants were asked to give an overall rating for each system (using a 5 point Lik
ert scale). Seven participants rated CapTUI higher than Paint, one rated Paint higher
and four considered them equal. All participants rated CapTUI as good, very good or
excellent (m = 3.75, s.d. = 0.62) (see Q1, Table 2). Ratings for Paint were more varied
(m = 2.83, s.d. = 1.11). The overall ratings were found to be significantly different (z
= -2.157, p = 0.031) where participants rated CapTUI significantly higher than Paint.
The results for the quantitative measures are as follows. A paired t-test showed that
there was no statistically significant difference (t = 1.644, p = 0.107) in the time taken
to complete the tasks between using Paint (m = 58.30, s.d.= 32.78) and CapTUI (m =
70.36, s.d. = 32.63), Fig. 12. This result is favourable for CapTUI as it shows that
even with the time taken for detecting the drawing tools it did not take significantly
longer to complete the tasks. There was no significant difference (z = -1.029, p =
0.304) in average length errors per task between using Paint (m = 1.79, s.d.= 2.67)

Fig. 12. Time taken to
complete tasks (seconds)

Fig. 13. Average length
errors

Fig. 14. Average angle errors

Table 2. Comparative Questionnaire Results (1st row: CapTUI, 2nd row Paint)
Poor

Fair

Good

Very Good

Excellent

4

7

1

1

4

4

2

1

SD

D

N

A

SA

1

5

5

1

1

2

7

1

8

4

5

4

4

7

Q1. Overall rating

Q2. Drawing tools ease
of use
1
Q3. Drawing tools
usefulness
1
Q4. Ease of length
measurement

2
1

1
Q5. Ease of angle measurement
2
Q6. Drawing accuracy
1

2

2

5

2

1

1

7

3

3

1

4

2

1

4

5

2

5

1

4

1

4

5

3

Q7. Drawing tidiness
1

6

1

Q8. Enjoyment
1

2

2

3

1

8

4

7

and CapTUI (m = 0.95, s.d. = 0.82), Fig. 13. This shows that both Paint and CapTUI
were comparable when creating lines of accurate lengths. On the other hand, average
angle errors per task were significantly less (z =-2.861, p = 0.004) when using CapTUI (m = 0.96, s.d. = 1.91) than when using Paint (m = 1.68, s.d.= 1.63), Fig. 14. This
result confirms that angles drawn using CapTUI were significantly more accurate.
The following are the results obtained from questions answered using a 5 point
Likert scale (see Table 2). Participants enjoyed (Q8) using CapTUI (m = 4.33, s.d.=
0.49) significantly more than using Paint (m = 3.25, s.d.=1.06), (z = -2.288, p =
0.010). All participants agreed that the drawing tools were useful (Q3) when completing the tasks for CapTUI (m = 4.33, s.d. = 0.49); however for Paint the results were
more varied (m = 3.92, s.d. = 1.16). There was no significant difference found between these results (z= -0.877, p = 0.380). There was no significant difference found
for the responses when asked if the drawing tools for each system were easy to use
(Q2, z = -0.272, p = 0.785). This indicates that the recognizable drawing tools were
just as easy to use as the non-recognizable tools. When asked which system is easier
to use overall, five participants chose CapTUI, three chose Paint, and four considered
them equal. The main reason for choosing CapTUI was that the visual guides made
the system much easier to use than Paint (“the angle and length indicators were really
helpful”, “easier especially for the more technical drawing due to the ability to easily

get exact lengths and fairly easily get precise angles”). The main reason for not choosing CapTUI was due to inconsistent tangible detection (“CapTUI was more accurate
and tidy but I had a bit of problem with adjusting the tools”).
All but one participant agreed that it was easy to measure line length (Q4) with
CapTUI (m = 4.42, s.d. = 0.90) in comparison to seven participants for Paint (m =
3.41, s.d. = 1.24), however this difference was not found to be significant (z = -1.796,
p = 0.072). Ten participants agreed that it was easy to measure angles (Q5) with CapTUI (m = 4.00, s.d. = 0.85), compared to only six participants for Paint (m = 3.08, s.d.
= 1.44); this was also not statistically significant (z = -1.530, p = 0.126). It is possible
that with a larger sample size statistically significant differences may be found for
these factors given that the majority of participants preferred CapTUI for ease of line
and angle measurement.
Eight participants agreed that their drawings were tidy (Q7) when drawn using
CapTUI (m = 3.92, s.d. = 0.79), compared with four participants for Paint (m = 2.75,
s.d. = 1.22). These differences were statistically significant (z = -2.124, p = 0.034).
Only one participant did not believe their drawings were accurate (Q6) with CapTUI
(m = 3.67, s.d. = 0.89), compared with half of participants with Paint (m = 2.92, s.d. =
1.24), however this difference was not statistically significant (z = -1.562, p = 0.118).
When asked about the overall accuracy of each system, eleven participants considered
CapTUI to be the more accurate of the two systems; this was attributed to the visual
guide functionalities, in particular the angle indicators (“aids to angles were helpful in
making accurate shapes”, “accurate and faster to use given the angle/length indicators”, “the onscreen angle calibration and tool recognition made it much easier to
draw accurate shapes”).
Several questions were asked specifically about CapTUI (using a 5 point Likert
scale). All but one participant agreed that learning to use the tangibles was easy. Five
participants disagreed that the recognition of the tangibles was good. This aspect appears to be CapTUI’s primary weakness and will be discussed further in the next section. The majority of participants agreed that the angle visualizations were easy to
understand. All participants agreed that the length visualization was easy to understand and that the length and angle visualizations were useful. Ten participants agreed
that the visual guides helped them to draw more accurately.
When asked what the best thing about CapTUI was, eleven participants answered
that it was the visual guides (“angle and length indicators extremely useful”, “It is
easy to use and accurate. Also the visual guides are helpful and make the drawings
easy”). When asked what the hardest thing about CapTUI was, nine participants mentioned either tangible detection or difficulty with fine adjustments (“detecting the
tools was sometimes not accurate”, “adjusting the drawing tools was a bit hard”).
Overall comments from participants were: “CapTUI is much easier to use and
more accurate because of the visual guides”, “very good for people who need accurate
measurements”, “made it easy to draw accurate lines and shapes. Would probably be
very useful if integrated into a CAD package”, “If the intention is to produce accurate
geometric drawings I think CapTUI is superior – however still a little tricky to use in
terms of accuracy and fine tuning”, “With a little improvement to the localization of
the tangibles it will become a very useful tool for precise drawings”.

In summary, CapTUI’s main strength is in the ability to produce precise geometric
constructions using the visual guides. Evidence of CapTUI’s accuracy was shown by
its significantly lower average angle error. Participants rated CapTUI significantly
higher than Paint overall, enjoyed using CapTUI significantly more and found it to
produce significantly more tidy drawings than Paint.
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Discussion

There is very little work with tangibles for capacitive screens that demand a high level
of interaction with precise tracking. In other projects the various blocks, dials and
sliders are rotated and tracked, however the CapTUI drawing tools are manipulated in
a more fine grained fashion, where a single degree of rotation is significant to the
user. The most common feedback received from participants during our study was
that they found the visual guides in CapTUI to be extremely useful for drawing precisely; however, making fine grained movements with the tangibles was difficult.
Designing tangibles for ease of use on a capacitive screen is a difficult problem. Of
the user studies which feature tangibles on capacitive screens [26, 27], both
acknowledge tangible design as a challenge; our tangibles are no different. Although
our final tangibles were the best of all our designs, there are two remaining issues:
consistent detection and accurate positioning.
For consistent detection there must be unbroken body-to-tangible contact and tangible-to-screen contact. A partial solution to this problem is to power the tangibles
with their own battery, similar to the work in [9]. This would eliminate the need for
the body-to-tangible contact. Maintaining the tangible-to screen contact would require
a stable tangible design to ensure all touch points are on the screen at all times. There
are also hardware and operating system limitations to consider such as enabling simultaneous touch and stylus input. Although this has been demonstrated in recent research [34], the ability to use such technology is limited to very few devices. Most
devices, including the tablet used in our study, are not able to detect touch and stylus
simultaneously. This means that if the stylus is on or in range of the screen (as a stylus can still be detected when it is a short distance away from the screen) then the
tangibles cannot be detected via touch. Participants were informed of this limitation;
however it still caused some problems when drawing.
A powered tangible is unlikely to solve the issue of accurate positioning. The main
limitation here is the hardware. Capacitive hardware is designed to detect a general
area of touch from a finger rather than a precise point. Our tangible touch points mimic this area of touch, however in order to calculate an accurate position and orientation
of a tangible what is needed is a more precise point of touch. Currently the area of the
touch point that is detected is translated to a centre point, but there is no way to know
which part of the tangible’s touch point is detected as the centre.
To assist in precise drawing it is possible to make more affordances in the software, similar to freezing the angle visualization (Section 3.4). However there is a fine
line between tuning affordances to be helpful rather than causing frustration as the
users control of the interface with the tangibles lessens. If they are not tuned carefully

users may find the tangibles to be unresponsive and hinder them in achieving their
goals. For example, we tried using automatic snaps to the horizontal and vertical
screen positions of the tangible outline if the tangible came ‘close’ to these positions.
Informal tests showed this to cause frustration when users did not want the tangibles
in these positions. For example when tracking the tangible to a new position, if it was
horizontal or vertical on the way to its new location, the tangible would seem unresponsive for some time due to the automatic snapping. We also experimented with
averaging across three touch point positions to find a single position; however this did
not always result in accurate positioning and caused delay in the recognition. Other
possibilities would be allowing the user to lock the tangible outline in place or have a
degree of stickiness to the movement; however such functions take away from overall
goal of controlling the interface with the tangible.
If the above recognition issues can be resolved we believe a tangible drawing system would have great potential. Compared to more complicated drawing programs,
tangibles are familiar and intuitive to use, don’t require training, don’t require the user
to look at the tangible markings, therefore providing more flexibility. Our study
showed that the main contributor to providing such an environment is the use of visual guides; without these the interaction is cumbersome. They provide essential feedback, such as the tangible outline, and additional information such as length and angle
indicators. Users found our visual guides to be helpful and easy to understand; confirming that they enhance the interaction for geometric drawing. In future work we
plan to compare tangible drawing systems to pen and paper.

6

Conclusion

We have presented CapTUI, a tangible drawing application for geometric constructions on a capacitive touch screen. CapTUI is composed of tangible drawing tools, a
recogniser to identify each tool, a drawing application and visual drawing guides to
augment the drawing experience. Our user evaluation compared CapTUI to Paint,
which used non-recognizable drawing tools. Our results show that participants prefer
CapTUI significantly more overall. Participants especially found the visual drawing
guides to be helpful to drawing more precisely. The main challenges for tangibles on
capacitive screens remain in good tangible design and consistent recognition.
Acknowledgements. This project is funded by the Royal Society of New Zealand
Rutherford Foundation.
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